Abstract-Analyzed the reason why the overdetermined blind signal separation of natural gradient algorithm ultimate not stably converge, constructed an adaptive blind separation algorithm suitable for dynamically changing source number. The new algorithm not only overcomes the shortcoming of eventually not stable convergence, but it also need not to delete the redundancies according to the correlation of the output components, which greatly simplifies the computational complexity of the algorithm. Randomly reduce or increase the number of source signals is still able to achieve a better separation effect, simulation results demonstrate the convergence of the algorithm and its effectiveness for blind source separation.
INTRODUCTION
Blind source separation has been developed for twenty years as an emerging technology discipline, and has made a lot of development in theoretical and practical applications. Now, the blind source separation technology has become the research focus both at home and abroad, and being widely applied in many areas, many scholars dedicated themselves to theoretical and applied research in their respective areas, and more and more towards practical application. It has a wide range of applications in wireless communications, speech recognition, biomedical signal processing, array signal processing, radar signal processing and image denoising and other fields.
Adaptive processing gradually updates the processor parameters according to the accessed data, proceeds to gradually approach the desired results (for blind source separation, the result is each component tends to be independent). Adaptive blind source separation principle is shown in Figure 1 :
Figure1. Adaptive blind source separation Adaptive blind separation is adaptively update the separation matrix to make the output ( ) ( ) ( ) y t W t x t = (1) approximates the source signal vector ( ) s t as much as possible. If an equivalent changing blind signal separation algorithm becomes adaptive, it will inherit the characteristics with the batch algorithm that it provides "uniform performance". In order to separate the sources, a blind source separation algorithm often use forward linear neural network (NN) as the separation system. The start point of this study is adaptive neural network based independent component analysis. Blind signal separation's neural network architecture is shown in Figure 2 :
Figure2. Blind signal separation's neural network architecture
Assumed n is known, the separation matrix is ( ) W t , and its adjustment is controlled by the learning algorithm. Linear forward neural network NN with fixed structure is adopted as the separation system, and then the output of the neural network is:
Where ( ) W t is n ḿ 's separation (or mixing) matrix, in fact it is a linear NN's weight matrix. The key of the blind source separation is to use recursive method to find NN's weight matrix, so that the output ( ) y t is source vectors' estimation.
II. DETERMINATION OF THE SOURCE NUMBER
Same with most other neural network blind source separation methods, the additional conditions we need is the sensor or array element's number must be greater than or equal to sources' actual number, i.e. m n ³ and 2 m n £ ,while the number of the output n l m £ £ . Therefore, the mixing matrix A is a "tall" matrix ( m ń ), and the neural network weight matrix is a "wide" matrix ( l ḿ ). So the separation model is:
3) The solution to the problem of the unknown number sources' blind separation, first proposed by Cichocki et al, using double-layer neural network structure [1] . One way is to use the decomposition method based on the observational data covariance matrix, AIC and MDL criteria etc. probabilistic statistical methods to estimate the number of sources, and to reduce the dimensionality of the data with a pre-whitening layer. The algorithm's disadvantage is that when the mixing matrix morbid or in the presence of a weak signal, the separation effect will be bad. Likewise, if the compressed data in the separation layer, using n ń orthogonal matrix to reconstruct source signal, there will be the same problems. Another method is natural gradient algorithm using ordinary definite blind separation [2] , the different is that separation matrix is no longer n ḿ , but m ḿ , so the separation model [1] 
Where, L is a nonsingular diagonal matrix ( l ĺ ),
, P is a generalized permutation matrix ( l ń ), each of its row has a "1" element, each of its column has more "1" elements. Through formula (4), we can obtain:
So in the output, there are n separated source signals, and l n -copies of it. Signals and its copies with different amplitude factor are coherent signals, in theory their correlation coefficient is equal to 1, therefore, ICA separation theorem needs to be amended. ICA separation theorem: only when the number of output l equal to the number of sources n , the output vector would have minimum mutual information, and it's all components are independent; At the time l n > , while output vector has n independent components, other l n -components would be coherent with some source signals.
Therefore, to get n input source signals, a related layer must be attached behind to the separation layer, after deletion of unwanted redundant components; residuals are the signals we want to extract. Shun-tian Lou et al through inspection of output components' coherence to detect and delete redundant signals which achieved a good separation effect.
III. DIVERGENCE ANALYSIS OF THE OVERDETERMINED BLIND SIGNAL SEPARATION ALGORITHM
Present in the overdetermined blind signal separation algorithm, especially when the number of output channels satisfy n l m £ £ , though the separation model we could achieve the object of signal separation, it eventually unavoidable divergence. 
The derivation of the algorithm
In order to stabilize the overdetermined blind signal separation system, we adjust the natural gradient algorithm to ( )
R is a m ḿ matrix. Obviously, when R I = (unit matrix), algorithm (7) is equivalent to the natural gradient algorithm. As noted earlier, when m n > , the algorithm is not stably converging. Amari et al proposed the BBS nonhomogeneous orthogonal learning algorithm [4] , defined
R diag y t y t y t y t j j =  (8) This orthogonal natural gradient algorithm can reduce the redundant components to zero, avoiding the shortcomings of divergence. it is especially effective when there are rapid or intermittent amplitude changes in the source signal. Its drawback is that when the separated sources' amplitude is small, it's hard to distinguish and delete the weak redundant signals. Based on these, Ye et al proposed a generalized orthogonal natural gradient algorithm [5] .
Obviously, when m n > , R is no longer a diagonal matrix, and it is closely related with the output components ( ) y t . Reversely thinking: if the number of sources can be predicted, right choice of R can control the position of redundancy copies in the output channel according to the output components ( ) y t .
In order to make the output components intuitive, and make it easy to delete redundant components, considering the situation 2 n m n < £
. Let the output m n -copy signals appear in pairs with the source signal, and locate in the first 2( ) m n -output channels, the rest source signals are located in 2n m -channels after, the output components can be expressed as: 
E I y t y t I I I I I I
q r I represents the r -th row of the m ḿ unit matrix, q represents M 's q -th column. Therefore get the learning rules: 
W t W t t R y t y t W t R I M
(16) Update learning steps using the following formula [7] :
( ) ( ) ( 1) ( 1) ( ( 1))
T T T t t trace f t X t W t I y t f y t
In the above equation, ( ) trace  represents the trace of the matrix.
The advantage of time-varying learning step algorithm is: at the beginning of the adaptive algorithm, error ( ) e n is relatively large; step size ( ) t η is correspondingly large too, resulting in a fast convergence rate. When the error is gradually reduced, ( ) t η becomes small, so the steady-state error is very small.
Determination of the source number
Now discuss how to determine the source number n , Give the following theorem: Theorem 2: If the mixing matrix m n A´ is full column
is a n Ḱ full row rank matrix ( K n ³ )constructed by n independent sources, and
is an observation vector excluding noise, then extend T A and T X to the same null space, and source number n equal to the rank of X .
From theorem 2, we know source number can be determined by the observation matrix composed of arbitrary length
From the above derivation, it can be known that as long as we follow theorem 2 to determine the source numbers, matrix R can be constructed by equation (15). The learning rule provided by the new algorithm (16) can separate m sources and m n -copies well. Copies are located at the first m n -even channels. Deletion can be done directly according to copy signals' location in the outputs, without based on a measure of correlation between the output components to identify and delete.
Dynamic changes of source number
In order to achieve the purpose of real-time determination of the source numbers, this paper takes first K observation data before current iteration position of the algorithm as the observation matrix, so matrix X could (2) to (5). Note: the sudden reduction of sources actually is the dimension reduction transformation of the neural network, from a mathematical point of view, using the orthogonal projection method still can make neural network to restore balance state. The sudden increase of the source, make the neural network system happen an expansion-dimensional transform [3] , to make the system to restore the equilibrium state is much more difficult than the dimensionality reduction transform. At present, the only effective way is to initialize system, In step (5), we add a perturbation term(the perturbation term can be adjusted) to the separation matrix, it's effect is equal to initialization. 
A. Simulation 1: performance comparison between new adaptive gradient algorithm with adaptive gradient algorithm.
From figure 3 it can be seen that new adaptive gradient algorithm had gotten a good convergence effect when it reached to 2000 points, while adaptive gradient algorithm got a good convergence effect when it reached to 4000 points. New adaptive gradient algorithm has significantly faster convergence than the adaptive gradient algorithm.
Additionally, new adaptive gradient algorithm's error is lower than adaptive gradient algorithm. Therefore, the new adaptive gradient algorithm has a better performance than the adaptive gradient algorithm. 
B. Simulation 2: separation effect validation of the new
adaptive gradient algorithm when reduce source number randomly. When 0.5 t < (i.e. before 5000 sampling points), there are 6 sources. When 0.5 t > (after 5000 sampling points), randomly reduce one source, it becomes to 5 sources. Figure  4 shows the variation waveform of the sources. figure 5 shows a separation of the random reduction of the source signal. It can be seen from figure 5, before 5000 sampling points, the algorithm separated 6 sources and 3 redundant signals well, and also output sources and it's copies in an established order: First six channels sequentially output three sources and its' copies, the last three channels output other three source signals. When 0.5 t > , i.e. after 5000 sampling points, randomly reduce one source, the algorithm still can separate the five sources and 4 redundant signals well. To delete the redundant signals, one only needs to simply delete the specified channels' signals (i.e. 2,4,6,8 channel), without separating the sources through verifying the correlation between the output signals, which avoids the complexity of the removal process. Figure 6 is the error curve of randomly reducing a source. It can be seen from the diagram, when a source signal is reduced at the 5000-th sampling point, error is slightly increased but it quickly restored stability, and continued to maintain convergence performance of the algorithm. （after 5000 sampling points）, randomly increase one source, the source number become six. Figure 7 shows the variation waveform of the source, figure 8 shows a separation process when randomly increase the source number. It can be seen from figure 8,before 5000 sampling points, the algorithm well separate 5 sources and 4 redundant signals, and also output sources and it's copies in an established order: first eight channels sequentially output four sources and its' copies, the last channel output the residual. When 0.5 t > , i.e. after 5000 sampling points, randomly increase one source, the algorithm still can separate the six sources and three redundant signals well, in which the first six channels sequentially output three source signals and its' copies, the last three channels output other three source signals. Figure 9 is the error curve of randomly increasing one source. It can be seen from the diagram, when a source is added at the 5000-th sampling point, error is slightly increased but the algorithm quickly restored stability, and continued to maintain convergence performance. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Blind source separation method has been paid increasing attentions as a new research, its coverage is becoming bigger and bigger, and its application is becoming more and more practical. Blind source separation algorithm with the condition of unknown source number and dynamically changing, is more general, and has more practical value in practical applications. Radar signal sorting research based on blind source separation algorithm is the expansion and application of this field, the value of this research is obvious. This paper is a research on blind source separation algorithm at the overdetermined condition and its application in sorting radar signals, which provides a new way in radar signal processing.
